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For every cardinal number m and every pair of monoids M, c_ M, there exists a Tychonoff 
space X such that the collection of all subspaces Y of PX with 
XE ycpx 
contains a stiff collection I of the cardinality m (stiff in the sense that if Y, Y’ E Z and f: Y + Y’ 
is continuous, then either f is constant or Y = Y’ and f is the identity); moreover, all the 
nonconstant continuous maps of X into itself form a monoid isomorphic to M, and all the 
nonconstant continuous maps of PX into itself form a monoid isomorphic to M2. This assertion 
is a corollary of the Main Theorem proved here. A more general setting of simultaneous ripresenta- 
tions of small categories is investigated. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54COS; secondary 54C40, 20M30 
representations of monoids @-compactification continuous maps 
1. Introduction and the Main Theorem 
In [3], de Groot proved that every group is isomorphic to the group of all 
autohomeomorphisms of a topological space. At the Conference on Topology in 
Tihany in 1964, he put a problem whether every monoid (i.e. a semigroup with a 
unit element) can be represented as the monoid of all nonconstant continuous maps 
of a topological space into itself. This was solved affirmatively in [9]. Let us mention 
explicitly that all the nonconstant continuous maps of a topological space into itself 
need not form a monoid because the composition of two nonconstant continuous 
maps can be constant. However, given a monoid M, there exists, by [9], a metrizable 
space P (and, by [lo], a compact Hausdorff space P) such that the composition of 
any two nonconstant continuous maps of P into itself is nonconstant again and all 
the nonconstant continuous maps of P into itself form a monoid isomorphic to M. 
In [9, lo] stronger results, dealing with almost full embeddings of small categories, 
are proved. 
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Let us recall (see e.g. [8]) that a functor F of a category Yf into a concrete category 
%’ (concrete over the category set of all sets) is called almost full if it is “full up to 
constant morphisms”; more precisely, for every a, b E obj x, 
(i) F(m) is a nonconstant morphism of Z for every m E X(a, b), 
(ii) if g E %‘( F(a), F(b)) is a nonconstant morphism, then g = F(m) for some 
m E X( a, b). 
An almost full embedding of .?Y into 2’ is a functor which is faithful and almost 
full. By [9, lo], every small category can be almost fully embedded into the category 
of ail metrizable spaces and all continuous maps and into the category of all compact 
Hausdorff spaces and all continuous maps. Hence every monoid M can be represen- 
ted as the monoid of all nonconstant continuous maps of a metrizable (or compact 
Hausdorff) space into itself-this is obtained if the embedded category has precisely 
one object and its morphisms form a monoid isomorphic to M. Moreover, for every 
cardinal number m there exists a stiff collection of the cardinality m (stiff as in the 
abstract) consisting of metrizable (or compact Hausdorff) spaces-this is obtained 
if the embedded category has precisely m objects and no morphisms except identities. 
In the present paper, we investigate “simultaneous representations” by Tychonoff 
spaces (i.e. completely regular T,-spaces) and by their P-compactifications. Let us 
denote by Tych the category of all Tychonoff spaces and all their continuous maps 
and by Comp the category of all compact Hausdorff spaces (and all their continuous 
maps) and denote by 
p : Tych + Comp 
the functor which sends each Tychonoff space X to its P-compactitication PX (and 
each continuous map to its extension). For which pairs of small categories k,, k2 
and which functors q : k, + k, there exist almost full embeddings @, : k, + Tych and 
QZ : k2 + Comp such that the square 
Y 
k,- k2 
P 
Tych - Comp 
commutes? This is fully solved here: No conditions on k, and k, and the mere 
faithfulness of V (i.e. P has to be one-to-one on each k,(a, 6)) is the necessary 
and sufficient condition, as stated in: 
Main Theorem. Let k, , k2 be small categories, let tv : k, --, kl be a functor. Then there 
exist almost f&l embeddings @, : k, --, Tych, ap,: k2+ Comp such that j3 - @, = Gz - P 
iff P is faithful. 
Let us mention that the necessity of the faithfulness of Y is evident. Since @,, 
@I are faithful and p is faithful, p. @, is faithful hence Q2 - V is faithful so that 
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P must be faithful. The aim of the present paper is to prove the sufficiency-this 
is done in Sections 2 and 3. 
In Section 4, we mention the size of the representing spaces, their metrizability 
and other related problems. 
But first, let us show how the Main Theorem implies the assertion in the abstract. 
We show which choice of the small categories k, and k2 and of the (faithful) functor 
* leads to the result. If a cardinal number m and a pair of monoids M, c M2 are 
given, we choose k, , k,, !P as follows: k2 has precisely one object, say a, and the 
monoid k2(a, a) is precisely M,; k, has 1 + m objects, say {b} u {bi 1 i E m} and 
k,(b,b)=M,, k,(b,,bi)={li}, k,(bi,b,)=P) for all i, jEm, i#j; k,(b,,b)=O and 
k,(b, bi) = {m 0 g, I m E M,}, where gi = 1 0 g, : b + bi is an element which “generates” 
the set k,(b, bi) (and ml . (m20 gi) = (m, . mJ 0 g,, where * is the composition in 
M,);thefunctor~~k,-*k~sendseachobjectofk,toaand~(m)=~(m~g~)=m 
for each m E k,(b, 6) (=M, c M2 = kz(a, a)) and each if m. Clearly, P is really a 
faithful functor. Let @, : k, --, Tych and @* : K2 +Comp be almost full embeddings 
such that p - 0, = Qz * P. Then the Tychonoff space X = Q,(b) has the properties 
described in the abstract. In fact, all the nonconstant continuous maps of X into 
itself form a monoid isomorphic to M, and all the nonconstant continuous maps 
of pX into itself form a monoid isomorphic to k2( P(b), T(b)) = k,(a, a) = M?. 
The spaces (Y, 1 i E m), where Yi = @r(bi), form a stiff collection of spaces because 
{b, 1 i E m} form a discrete subcategory of k, . Finally, V(6) = P(b,) = a so that 
/3X = p Yi ; since q(g,) = 1, E k,( a, a), the extension ph, of the map hi = O,(gi) : X + 
Y. is the identity on PX = /3 Y, so that X E U, E ,6X. 
2. The scheme of the proof, its combinatorial part 
Let us denote by .7C, the following category: Objects are all triples (X, 5?,, Z&), 
where X is a set 9’i c exp X for i = 1, 2 and, for i = 1, 2, 
Z is in 9, iff every nonvoid finite subset of Z is in 9$; (*I 
and f: (X, 2,) zz) + (X’, 9’{, 9?;) is a morphism of Yt, if it is a map of X into X’ 
such that, for i = 1, 2, 
for every ZE %i, f-‘(Z) is in Ti. 
Let 71? be the category of all pairs (X, a,), where X is a set and 2, c exp X fulfils 
the above condition (*), f: (X, 9’z) + (X’, al,) . IS a morphism of Yr, if f -l(Z) E & 
for each z E 9.;. There is a forgetful functor 
which sends each (X, %,, %J to (X, Tz) and each f: (X, %, ,a,) --, (X’, %i, 2;) to 
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f: (X, 2’J + (X’, 2;). Let us denote by X7’, .Xi” the dual ( = opposite) categories 
and by FoP:GP+ X;p the functor corresponding to F. Our proof of the Main 
Theorem consists of the following two parts: 
(a) The combinatorial part: Given small categories k,, kz and a faithful functor 
P : k, + k2, we construct full embeddings (i.e. faithful full functors) @i: k, + .%y” 
and @pS : k, + zp such that the square 
k, ‘y k, 
commutes. 
(b) The topological part: We construct almost full embeddings @: : xp+ Tych 
and @: : z”+ Comp such that the square 
Tych ’ - Comp 
commutes. 
Then~,=~:.~F:k,-,Tychand~,=~:. @S : k2+ Comp are almost full embed- 
dings and /3 * 0, = Q2 . !P. The core of our proof is the topological part because the 
combinatorial part is obtained as an easy consequence of the arrow construction 
described in the monograph [S] and by the embedding lemma in [ 111. By this lemma, 
for every faithful functor A : h, + h,, where h,, h, are small categories, there are 
full embeddings r, : h, + 8,) r,: hz + a2 such that the square 
commutes, where 8, is the category of all directed connected graphs without loops 
[i.e. objects are all pairs ( V, R,), where R, G V x V such that never (u, u) E R2 and 
for every u, w E V there exist u,, = IJ, u,, . . . , v,, = w in V such that (vi_, , uj) E R2 v RT’ 
for all j= 1,. . . , n; f: (V, RJ + ( V’, R;) is a morphism of 8, iff (f xf)(RJ c R;] 
and 8, is the category of all bigraphs (V, R,, RJ, where (V, R2) E obj a2 and 
R, _c RI, and all compatible maps (i.e. f: ( V, R, , R,) + (V’, R;, R;) is a morphism 
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of a, iff (fxf)(R,) E R; and (fxf)( R,) E RI); finally, F(,,: (3, + 8, is the forgetful 
functor which sends ( V, R,, R,) to ( V, R,) and FcH(f) =J 
Then we use the arrow construction: In a connected directed graph (V, R2), we 
replace each arrow r = (u, w) E R2 by a copy (A,, Tr) of the undirected graph (A, T) 
below, identifying a of this copy with u and b of this copy with w. 
b 
The graph (A, T) is described in the monograph [8, p. 651, the arrow construction 
is presented very carefully in [8, pp. 10%1071. Thus, we obtain an undirected graph 
(X, E,), denoted in [8] by (V, RI) * (A, T). The map 
(v, Rd- (v, R,) * (A, 73, 
f- f * l(A.T, 
is a full embedding of 8, into the category xz of all undirected graphs (without 
loops) and all their compatible maps, see [S, p. 1081. We can “enrich” this full 
embedding sending each ( V, R,, R,) E obj (sir to (X, E,, E2), where (X, E2) = 
( V, R2) * (A, T) and E, E Ez consists of all the edges of the graphs (A,, T,) with 
r E R,. Then we obtain a commutative square 
where 3?z is the category of all undirected graphs without loops and all compatible 
maps, 3’, is the category of all (X, E,, E2) with (X, El) E obj %‘z and E, E E2 and 
all maps f: (X, E,, EJ+= (X’, E;, E;), which are E,Ei-compatible for i = 1,2; finally 
Fw is the forgetful functor sending (X, E, , E,) to (X, Ez) and 
H, and Hz are full embeddings. 
We recall that a set Z of vertices of an undirected graph (X, E2) is called 
independent if no two vertices in Z are joined by an edge, i.e. if x, y E Z, then 
(x, y}& E2. Clearly, f: (X, Ez)+ (X’, E;) is compatible iff the preimage of any 
independent set of (X’, ES) is an independent set of (X, E2). Moreover, a set Z E X 
is an independent set of (X, E,) iff every of its nonvoid finite subset is independent, 
so that the system L?& of all independent subsets of (X, E:) fulfils the condition (*). 
Hence replacing each (X, E,) by (X, ?LFz) and each (X, E, , Ez) by (X, 3,, E,), where 
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Zi is the set of all independent sets of (X, Ei), i = 1,2, we obtain a commutative square 
where the vertical arrows are full embeddings. Summarizing this, we obtain a 
commutative square 
I I F 
x, - 2-2 
where the vertical arrows are full embeddings again. If we choose h, = kyP, h, = kqP, 
A = VP and pass on to the opposite categories, we obtain the commutative square 
‘y 
k, - kz 
with @C, 0; being full embeddings. 
3. Topological constructions 
3.1. Powers of rigid spaces 
By Section 2, the Main Theorem will be proved if we construct almost full 
embeddings @, : Xc’;p+ Tych and 0:: .9i!‘zp+ Comp such that p * CD: = 0; . F. The 
construction is related to those of [6, 9, lo], however some modifications have to 
be done and new parts added. 
Let us recall that a space D is called rigid if every continuous map f: D+ D is 
either constant or the identity. If X is a set, let us denote by Dx the power of D 
with the product topology (i.e. with the topology of the pointwise convergence). 
Let s, f be two distinct points of a rigid Hausdorff space D. If X is a set, denote 
by sx and rx the points of Dx sending the whole X to s and to t. Our construction 
of contravariant functors YZ, + Tych and xz + Comp will be based on the following 
assertion [5,6]; see also [S, pp. 247-2481): Let X, X’ be sets and g:Dx’+ Dx be 
a continuous map. If g(sxP) = g(rxs), then g is constant; if g(sxG) = sx, g(rx.) = tx, 
then there exists a (unique) map f: X + X’ such that 
g(cp) = rp 0 f for all cp E Dx. 
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3.2. Cook continua 
Below, by continuum is always meant an infinite compact connected Hausdorff 
space. The following result of Cook (see [ 11; a more detailed version can be found 
in [S]) is used: There exists a metric continuum H such that for each subcontinuum 
H,, of H the only nonconstant continuous map from HO to H is the inclusion map. 
A metric continuum H with this property is called a Cook conhwm. If X is a 
collection of pairwise disjoint subcontinua of a Cook continuum, the following 
assertion is fulfilled, evidently: 
If X, YE X, HO is a subcontinuum of X and f: HO+ Y is a continuous 
map, then eitherf is constant or X = Y andf is the inclusion map. (**) 
3.3. Triangle spaces 
The following metric spaces will form the basis of our construction: Choose 
pairwise disjoint subcontinua of a Cook continuum H, denoted by AO, B,,, CO, A,,“, 
A,, AR,, B,.o, B,,... (there is a countable collection of them). We may suppose 
(by the multiplying of their metric inherited from H by suitable positive real 
numbers) that the diameter of AO, BO, CO is 1, that of A,, B,, C, is 4 etc., in general, 
the space with single index i has diameter 2-j and spaces with indices i, j have 
diameter 2-min’iJ’. In each of these subcontinua, we choose two points of distance 
equal to the diameter of the subcontinuum; we call the points in A,,, a, and a& in 
&, 6, and &, tn AU, a,,, and a&,, etc. We now glue the spaces into a connected 
metric space as indicated by Fig. 1. Finally, we form the metric completion of the 
resulting metric space by adding the points a, b, c as indicated (e.g. a = lim,,., a,,). 
The resulting space T will be called a triangle space. This construction is described 
Fig. 1. Triangle space 1 
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with all details in the monograph [8, pp. 222-2241. Let us denote by S the subset 
of the triangle space T, consisting of a, 6, c and of all the points in which the 
subcontinua AO,. . . are glued together, i.e. the points a, = 6; [ = aA,, = b,J, aA = q, 
[ = &I = %,,I, * . . , Uiy ai, bi, bj, c;, C; for i=O, 1,2,. . . (let US call it the skeler of T) 
and denote by X the system of all the continua AO, &, C,, A,,,, . . . , investigated 
as subspaces of T, i.e. homeomorphic to the pairwise disjoint subcontinua of a Cook 
continuum H. We call these subcontinua of T its building blocks. What we need is 
that (**) is still valid for X. Moreover, we need that T has the following property: 
For every s E S and every pair of building blocks X, Y there are 
building blocks X0,. . . , X,,, such that X = X,,, Y = X,,, , s & Xj 
forj= 1,. . . , k and Xj n X,,, # 0 for j = 0,. . . , k. (***) 
3.4. Three triangle spaces and D 
We shall need three triangle spaces and a separate subcontinuum of a Cook 
continuum. Choose pairwise disjoint subcontinua H(O), H”‘, H’*‘, D of a Cook 
continuum H and apply the construction described in Section 3.3 on each of the 
continua H”‘, i = 0, 1,2. We denote the obtained triangle spaces by T”‘, their skelets 
by S’“, the system of its building blocks by X”‘, the points of T”’ which were added 
in the completion procedure by a”‘, b(“, cci’. Then (***) is valid for each T”’ (with 
S”’ instead of S) and, since H(O), H(“, H”‘, D are pairwise disjoint subcontinua 
of H, (**) is valid for the system 
X={D}uiJ X”‘. 
i=o 
3.5. The construction of P(X, 2,) 
Let an object (X, s2) of .‘712 be given. We construct a Tychonoff space P = P(X, 2:) 
by means of D and the triangle spaces T”‘, T”‘, Tc2’ as follows: We choose 6 
distinct points in D, say 
s t p;’ p(I1' p;2’ py’ 
,, , , , . 
Let sx, tx be the points in Dx as in Section 3.1. If Z c X, denote by dy’ the point 
in Dx with 
d:‘(x) = 
pg’ ifxEZ, 
p:i) 
ifxEZ. 
If 9~ exp X, denote 
Clearly, 9’“(exp X) is homeomorphic to a generalized Cantor discontinuum, hence 
compact and totally disconnected. If 9 E exp X fulfils the condition (*) in Section 
2, then Bci’(9) is closed in 9”‘(exp X), hence also compact and totally disconnected. 
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The space P(X, 2’J is obtained from the coproduct ( = sum = disjoint union as 
closed-and-open subspaces) of 
Dx, PO’, (T(“\{b(“}) x B”‘(exp X), T’*‘x 9’*‘(&) 
by the merging 
sx in Dx with !I”’ in T”‘, 
tx in Dx with c(O) in T”‘, 
d$’ in Dx with (cc”, d$‘) in (T”‘\{b(‘)}) x 9”‘(exp X) 
for each Z c_ X, 
dy’ in Dx with (cc*‘, d2’) in T”‘x 9”*‘(2,), 
for each Z E 5Y2, 
a(” with each point of {a”‘} x 9”‘(exp X) u {a”‘} x 9’2’(%.2). 
For brevity, we suppose that 
and 
P(X, z2) = Dx u T”‘u (T”‘\{b”‘}) x 9”‘(exp X)u T”‘x 9’2’(%2), 
Dx n T”’ = {sx = b”‘, lx = cl”}, 
Dx n( T”‘\{b”‘}x 9”‘(exp X))={d’:‘=(c”‘, dg’)IZc X}, etc. 
If there is no confusion, we omit the letters X, T2 and denote the space simply by 
I? 
Since T”‘\{b”‘} is metrizable, it is paracompact, hence (T(‘)\{b(‘)}) x 9”‘(exp X) 
is paracompact. It intersects the compact subspace Dx u T”‘u T’*‘x 9’2’(5?2) of P 
in a compact set {a(“} u {d2’[ Z E X} so that P is paracompact, hence normal and 
(T(‘)\{b(‘)}) x 9”‘(exp X) is C-embedded in P. 
3.6. The construction of @“(X, ST’,, 2%) and @(X, 2,) 
Let an object (X, 2’,, 2,) of rt, be given (so that both E,, ZZ2 fulfil (*) in Section 
2). Let P(X, 2YJ be as in Section 3.5. We put 
and 
@(X9 %) = PP(X, 92), 
where cl means the closure in pP(X, Z2). Then, clearly, 
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3.7. The functors @:, 05 
Let f: (X’, 3;) + (X, 9,) be a morphism of x2. We define a continuous map 
/: P(X, 9,) + P(X’, 9’;) by 
J(d)=dof foreverydEDX, 
(hence f(s,) = sx., ?(tx) = txf, and f(ds’) = dj’l’cZ’ for each Zc X and i = 1,2) 
Y(x) =x for every x E T’O’, 
f(x, d’:‘) = (x, djJ-)lcz’) for every x E T”‘\{b”‘}, Zc X, 
f(x, d:“) = (x, d:2_‘1~,‘) for every x E T”‘, ZE &. 
Clearly, this definition is correct ( = it preserves the identifications made in the 
definition of the spaces P) and gives really a continuous map of P(X, $E?) into 
P(X’, 2:). We put @i(f) = PJ If f: (X’, 9’;) 2:) +(X, 2,) %) is a morphism of 
Yt,, we define r: P(X, %)+ P(X’, 6%) as before, however now, f maps 
(T(“\{b(“}) x 9a’“(2’,) into (T”‘\{b”‘}) x 9”‘(ZZP;) so that we can form the domain- 
range restriction 
~:(f):~:“(X,~,,~~)-*~:(X’,~:1,~:5) 
of @r Hence we really have defined faithful functors @\ : .7if’~p+ Tych and cpi: Ytzp+ 
Comp such that the square 
F”” 
YLY” - Yl? 
P 
Tych - Comp 
commutes. We have to prove that the functors @,, @b are almost full. This will be 
done in Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 by means of the Lemmas 3.1-3.3. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, 2&) be an object of YC,, let E be a building block of some T”‘, 
i = 0, 1,2, or E = D. Let g: E + @(X, 2’) = PP be a continuous map such that g(E) 
intersects /3P\P. Then g is constant. 
Proof. (a) Since P = P(X, 2’J is normal (see Section 3.5), every its closed subspace 
is C-embedded in it. Thus, no sequence of points of P converges to a point of /3P\P 
(b) Since T”‘\{b”‘} is a metrizable space of the nonmeasurable cardinality 2H~, 
it is realcompact (see e.g. [2, p. 2321) hence (T”‘\{b”‘}) x 9”‘(exp X) is realcom- 
pact, hence P is realcompact. Consequently, /?P\P contains no convergent sequence 
with infinitely many distinct members (see e.g. [2, p. 1331). 
(c) Let us suppose that g(x) E pP\P for some XE E. By (a) and (b), for any 
sequence {x,,}z=, of points of E converging to x there exists no such that g(x,) = g(x) 
for all n 2 no. This implies that the preimage of g(x) is an open subset of E. Since 
it is also a closed subset of E and E is connected, g maps the whole E on g(x). 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Let (X, 3,) be an object of YiCz, g : E + @(X, 9Yz) be a nonconstant 
continuous map. 
(0) If E is a building block of T(O), then g(x) = x for all x E E. 
(1) If E is a building block of T (I), then there exists Z E X such that g(x) = (x, d2’) 
for all x E E. 
(2) If E is a building block of T (*), then there exists Z E ?Fz such that g(x) = (x, dg’) 
for all x E E. 
(3) ZfE =D, then g(E)s Dx. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, g(E) E P(X, zz). Put 
K = S”‘u (S(‘)\{b(“}) x @*‘(exp X)u S”‘x 9’*‘(Z2), 
where Sci) is the skelet of T”’ (see Section 3.3), so that K is a totally disconnected 
closed subspace of P(X, 9,). Put 
L=KuE if the premise of (0) is fulfilled, 
L= K u E x 9’*‘(exp X) if the premise of (1) is fulfilled, 
L=KuEx&*‘(%) 2 if the premise of (2) is fulfilled, 
L=KuDX if the premise of (3) is fulfilled. 
If g(E)c L, then the lemma must be true because E is connected infinite and g is 
supposed to be nonconstant so that g(E) is in a component C of L which has more 
than one point. Then we use (**) (in the cases (0), (l), (2)). Thus, it is sufficient to 
prove that g(E) c L. 
Let us suppose the contrary, i.e. let us suppose that g(E) intersects P\L. Since 
L is closed, G = g-‘(P\L) is an open subset of E. 
(a) If G = E, i.e. g(E) is contained in one component M of P\ L, g must be 
constant, by (**), because either M is a subspace of a building block of some T”‘, 
distinct from E, or ME D” and E # D (in the cases (0), (l), (2) g also must be 
constant). 
(b) If GS E, choose x E G and denote by C the component of G with XE C 
(hence g(x) E L). Denote by M the component of P\L containing g(x). Its closure 
A? in P is homeomorphic to a building block of some T(O), T”‘, T”’ (or to Dx if 
E Z D) distinct from E so that each continuous map of any subcontinuum of E 
into A? is constant, by (**). However, the closure c of C in E intersects the 
boundary of G (see e.g. [7, Section 42.1111) hence g(c) intersects L. This is a 
contradiction because c is a subcontinuum of E and g maps it into &i so that it 
must be constant on it, i.e. necessarily g(c) = {g(x)} E P\L. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Ler (X, Zz) be an object of .7Cz. 
(0) If g: T”‘+ @):(X, 3,) is a nonconstant continuous map, then g(x) =x for all 
XE T”‘. 
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(1) Ifg : T”‘\{ b”‘} + @(X, 9,) is a nonconstant continuous map, then there exists 
Z G X such that g(x) = (x, dy ‘) for all x E T”‘\{b”‘}. 
(2) If g : T”‘+ @:(X, S2) is a nonconstant continuous map, then there exists Z E zz 
such that g(x) = (x, dg’) for all x E Tc2’. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, g restricted to any building block of T”’ is either constant 
or sends it onto its copy in @:(X, Tz). We have to prove that if g is nonconstant, 
then its restriction to any building block is also nonconstant (then our lemma follows 
by Lemma 3.2). Let us suppose the contrary, i.e. g restricted to a building block E 
of T(” is constant, say g(E) = {w}. The building block E intersects the closure of 
T”‘\E in two distinct points, say e and e’; each of these points is a joint point of 
further two or three building blocks of T”‘. If w is distinct from each copy of e [or 
e’] in @(X, z2) (for i = 1,2, this means that w f (e, dg’) for all Z), then, by Lemma 
3.2, each building block of T’” which intersects E in e [or in e’] is mapped by g 
also on w. Repeating this procedure and using (***), we obtain that g is constant 
on each building block of T(“, hence it must be constant on T”‘, which is a 
contradiction. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let (X, e,), (X’, 3:) be objects of .3Yz, let 
g : @p:(X’, 2;) + Gqx, Z2) 
be a continuous map. Then eitherg is constant or there exists a 5Y2-morphism f: (X, 3:) + 
(X’, 3;) such that g = @:( f ). 
Proof. 
Case 1. Let us suppose that g( D.“) E Dx. By Lemma 3.3, g is either constant on 
T’O’ or g(x) =x for all x E PO’. 
Case 1.1. Let us suppose that g is constant on T (‘) . Then g(sx.) = g( tx.) (because 
sx, = 6”’ and tx, = c(O), see Section 3.5). Hence, by Section 3.1, g is constant on 
DX’. Moreover, g(a”‘) E Dx, hence, by Lemma 3.3, again, g is constant on each 
(T”‘\(P)) x {d”‘} z & x and on each 7”“’ x {d:“}, Z E zz. We conclude that g 
is constant on thz whole $,(X9, 9;). 
Case 1.2. Let us suppose that g(x) = x for all XE T”‘. Then g(sx,) = s,x and 
g( txv) = tx. Hence, by Section 3.1, there exists a map f: X + X’ such that g(cp) = cp 0 f 
for all cp E Dx. This implies that g( ds’) = d”l / I(=) for i = 1,2 and for all Z E X. Since 
also g(a’O’) = a”’ [ = (a”‘, d:‘ll(,,)], we obtain, by Lemma 3.3, that 
g(( T”‘\{b”‘}) x {d$‘}) = (T”‘\{b”‘}) x {+-‘lc,,} for all 2 E X 
and 
g(( T”’ X {d:“}) = T”’ X {d)lcz’} for all Z E %i. 
The last equation also implies that f-‘(Z) E 9’l for all Z E S$ so that f: (X, %?) + 
(X’, 3;) is a Yt,-morphism. Consequently, g = &(f ). 
Case 2. Let us suppose that g( D”‘) is not a subset of Dx. Find d E D"' such that 
g(d) = w E 0:(X, 9>)\Dx. For every cp E Dx’, y E X’, denote by e+,y : D + Dx’ the 
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map with e,,.“(z) = ?, where 2(y) = z, Z(x) = q(x) for all x E X’\{y}. Then e+(d(y)) = 
cl hence g(e,,(d(y)))= w so that go ed.,.: D + @i( X, 9%) is constant, by Lemma 3.2, 
for every y. Repeating this, we obtain that g 0 ed’.y: D+ @(X, z2) is constant for 
each y and each d’ E Dx’, which differs from d in one value d’(x). Repeating this 
countably many times, we obtain that g is constant on the whole Dx’, g( D”‘) = {w}. 
Then g is constant on T”’ and on each (T”‘\{b”‘}) x {cl:“} and on each T’*‘x {dz’} 
so that g is constant on the whole &(X’, 25). •i 
Proposition 3.5. Ler (X, 2,) T2), (X’, %:‘I, 2’:) be objects of Yt,, let 
g:~:(x’,~~,~~)-,~:(x,s,,~~) 
be a continuous map. Then either g is constant or there exists a .%,-morphism 
f: (X, 2,) Z&) + (X’, 2Z;, 2;) such that g = @:( f ). 
Proof. If g : @‘,(X’, EZ{, 2;) + 0:(X, 2,) 9:) is a continuous map, then 
is a continuous map which is constant iff g is constant. Let us suppose that g is 
nonconstant. Then, by Proposition 3.4, there exists a XI-morphism f :(X, C.F2)+ 
(X’, 2;) such that O:(f) = pg. We want to show that f -‘(Z’) E %, for all Z’E 2; 
(so that f: (X, ZZ,, 2E’J + (X’, 22’;) 2’;) is a X,-morphism) and that g = 4:(f ). If 
Z’E 9;, then the sequence {( bJ,“, d($)))zCo of points of @,(X’, %\, 2:) has accumula- 
tion points in #(X’, 9’;) 9;) (because @,(X’, Si, 2:) contains the compact sub- 
space cl( T’“\{b”‘}) x 9”‘(Z;) containing the sequence, see Section 3.6). On the 
other hand, if Z = f -‘(Z’) & 2’,, then the sequence {(b ‘,“, d:“)}:=‘=, is a closed subset 
of @(X, %,, %z). In fact, since C?‘, fulfiIs (*), S”‘(9,) is a closed subset of D” so 
that {d;‘} and 9”‘(9,) are functionally separated in Dx so that {(by’, d~‘)}~=,‘=, 
and (T(‘)\{b(‘)}) x 9”‘(2’,) are functionally separated in P(X, T2); consequently 
{(b’,“, d~‘)J~=:=, is closed in 
P(X, 55) u cl(( T(“\{b”)}) x 52+“(%,)) = 0:(X, 2,) f-T*). 
This implies that f-‘(Z) E 2, for all Z E 9’; so that f: (X, ST’,, &) + (X’, TpI , 2’:) is 
a YC,-morphism. Since Q:(f) and g coincide on P(X’, 2;) which is dense in 
@,(X, 9,) 2X,), necessarily g = @i(f). 0 
4. Concluding remarks 
4.1. T&he size and the metrizability 
Remark 4.1. If k,, k2 are countable categories (i.e. the set of all their morphisms is 
countable), then 
Y 
k, - kz 
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(with ?P being faithful) can be represented in xyp s’ .71zp by the objects (X, 5?‘,, fZ2) 
and (X, 2,) with X being countable-this follows from the embedding lemma in 
[ 1 l] and the combinatorial part of our proof described in Section 2. Then, by Section 
3.5, the space P(X, ?&) is metrizable. Consequently k, 3 k, can be represented in 
Tych -% Comp by the spaces having a dense C*-embedded metrizable (locally 
compact separable) subspace. 
Remark 4.2. Let T’“, b”’ be as in Section 3, put Q = T”‘\{ 6”‘). For each 2 E PQ\Q, 
denote by Qz the subspace Q u Z of PQ. Similarly as in Lemmas 3.1-3.3, one can 
prove that { Qz IZ E Z} is a stiff collection of spaces whenever Z is a system of 
incomparable subsets of /3Q\Q ( i.e. if Z,, Z, E E and Z, # Z,, then neither Z, c Z: 
nor Z,= Z,). Thus 
there is a separable locally compact metrizable space Q such that the 
collection of all Y with Q E YE pQ contains a stiff collection 2 with 
card g = 222so_ 
Remark 4.3. On the other hand, a pair M, E M2 of countable (or even finite) monoids 
cannot be always represented by a metrizable space Q and its P-compactification 
(in the sense that all the nonconstant continuous maps of Q into itself form a 
monoid isomorphic to M, and of PQ into itself form a monoid isomorphic to M2). 
In a set theory without measurable cardinals, any pair M, = { l} s M2 has no such 
representation. In fact, any space Q representing (1) by all the nonconstant con- 
tinuous maps into itself must be connected. In a set theory without measurable 
cardinals, every metrizable space is realcompact, hence iff: Q + /?Q is a continuous 
map such that f(Q) intersects PQ\Q and Q is connected, then f is constant, the 
reasoning is as in Lemma 3.1. Hence Q and /3Q represent the same monoid (this 
idea was used already in [9]). 
Remark 4.4. In a set theory without measurable cardinals, Remark 4.2 can be 
generalized to the higher cardinalities as follows: 
For every cardinal number m 2 2K~ there exists a metrizable space Q 
with card Q = m such that the collection of all Y with Q G Yc_ pQ 
contains a stiff collection 8 with card $? = 222m. 
In fact, we can find a rigid connected directed graph (X, R) with card X = m (see 
[12], also [S, pp. 63-641). Replacing each arrow r = (x, y)~ R by a copy of T”’ 
(identifying 5”’ with x, c”’ with y and a (‘) of all these copies are merged-a precise 
description of this arrow construction see [9] or [8, pp. 214-215]), we obtain a 
metric space Q with card Q = m, in which the set X is a closed discrete subset, 
hence C*-embedded. Thus card /3Q\Q L 22m. The subspaces of PQ, {Q u Z (Z E Z} 
again form a stiff collection of spaces whenever Q is realcompact and H is a system 
of incomparable subsets of PQ\Q--the reasoning is as in Lemmas 3.1-3.3. 
Remark 4.5. If we compute the cardinalities in the proof of our Main Theorem, we 
obtain the following absolute result: 
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For every infinite cardinal m and every monoid M with card M =Z m 
there exists a Tychonoff space Q with card Q = 2” such that the collection 
of all Y with Q c Y c /3Q contains a stiff collection 2 with card 2 = 22” 
and all the nonconstant continuous maps of /3Q into itself form a monoid 
isomorphic to M. 
In fact, a monoid M with card M c m can be represented as the monoid of all 
compatible maps of a directed connected graph without loops (X, R) into itself 
with card X = m (see [8]). We use the combinatorial part of our proof to the pair 
(X, R,, R,) and (X, R,) with Rz= R and R,=XxX\A (where A ={(x,x)Ix~X}). 
Then 9, = 0 and Q = @,(X, 0, P’J has the required properties. 
4.2. The size and the embedding of spaces 
The embedding lemma in [ 1 l] can be modified such that, given a cardinal m, every 
Y 
k,-+ kl 
(with V faithful) can be represented in 
(see Section 2) by the objects (V, RI, Rz) and (V, RJ with card VZ m. Hence, by 
the combinatorial part of our proof, described in Section 2, k, s kz can be represen- 
ted in y’Cpp q 3Cpp by the objects (X, Z,, ET2) and (X, 2,) with card X 2 m. The 
functors @\, 05, constructed in Section 3, send such objects to the spaces containing 
a generalized Cantor discontinuum of the weight m. This implies that 
for every compact Hausdorff totally disconnected space Q, every k, 3 k7 
(with k,, k, small categories and q a faithful functor) can be represented 
in Tych -@+ Comp by the spaces containing a subspace homeomorphic 
to Q. 
We cannot omit the presumption that Q is totally disconnected: If Q contains 
an arc, then no rigid Tychonoff space can contain Q. On the other hand, the total 
disconnectedness is too strong. A necessary and sufficient condition for Q, admitting 
that every k, 3 kz can be represented in Tych k Comp by the spaces containing a 
closed subspace homeomorphic to Q, is unknown. 
4.3. More comp1e.x representations 
Let us denote by Unif the category of all separated uniform spaces and all the 
uniformly continuous maps. We investigate the diagram 
Unif -5 Tych A Comp, 
where F is the forgetful functor. Which diagrams of small categories 
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can be represented in it (in the sense that there exist almost full embeddings oO, 
@,, Qz such that the diagram 
F 
Unif - Tych 
P 
- Comp 
commutes)? One can enrich the proof of our Main Theorem to show that this is 
possible iff !P, and !P2 are faithful. (The necessity is evident, the sufficiency requires 
to investigate categories Yt,, rC, , YZ2, where objects of Yt, are (X, 2’,,, 2,) 2X2), etc.) 
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